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5th Grade Super Math Success
Complete Math Success provides plenty of interesting and
systematic practice for developing and improving your child's
math skills. The QR codes in each book will bring your child
to our online resources for interactive videos which further
develop their math concepts. Through Complete Math
Success, your child will not only understand the concepts
better and master the necessary skills, but he or she will be
able to apply them in solving math problems in real-life
situations.

Scholastic Success with Grammar
Twelve-year-old Austin Ives writes letters to his younger
brother describing his three-thousand-mile journey from their
home in Pennsylvania to Oregon in 1851.

Teach Your Child to Read in 100 Easy Lessons
Designed by leading experts, books in the Complete Book
series help children in grades preschool–6 build a solid
foundation in key subject areas for learning success.
Complete Books are the most thorough and comprehensive
learning guides available. They offer: · High-interest lessons
to encourage learning. · Fun, full-color illustrations to spark
interest.

A Parent's Guide to Gifted Children
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and activities,
designed to refresh kids on what they
need to know before returning to school. Parents, you know
that disruptions (whether for summer break, vacations, or
other reasons) can put your child's education on pause. By
adding just a few pages per day of material learned in the
previous grade into kids’ routines, you can help your child
keep their skills fresh and set them up success for when they
return to the classroom! The exercises and activities in Get
Ready for 4th Grade Reading are drawn from our top-selling
SUMMER SMART workbook series (designed to combat
summer "learning loss"). Inside, you'll find: · Links to
download printable versions of activities with physical
components (coloring, tracing) · 50+ pages of teachercreated learning exercises to reinforce reading skills that your
child should know going into 4th grade · Fun, engaging
activities that feel like play With Sylvan Learning, you don’t
have to compromise between entertainment and education.
Your child will love the great mix of activities, stories, and
games in these pages. You’ll love seeing their improved
confidence and newfound love of learning!

First Grade Jumbo Workbook: Scholastic Early
Learners (Jumbo Workbook)
Relates the shocking tale of Charles Cohen, a young
Delaware man who seemed to have it all, but who savagely
battered his parents to death and then disappeared, only to
continue killing in a coast-to-coast crime spree. Original.

My 100 Must Know Learn to Write Sight Words
Kindergarten Workbook
Ages 3-5
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friends from Moana, Beauty and the Beast,
Zootopia, and more invite young learners to join them on fun
learning adventures.

Shape Tracing Book - Zoo Animals
Now in its fifth edition, Reading Pathways (with help
fromDewey the Bookworm ? ) offers an easy-to-use,
highlyeffective approach to teaching reading accuracy and
fluency tostudents of all ages, using a unique pyramid format.
Reading pyramids begins with one word, and slowly build
intophrases and sentences of gradually increasing
complexity. As thestudent moves from the pinnacle to the
base of each pyramid, thephrase or sentence becomes a
more interesting and expansive, andthe student's confidence
grows with each line completed.Progressively building up the
amount of text per line increases eyespan, strengthens eye
tracking, and develops reading fluency. Thebook also
features more challenging multi-syllable word
pyramidexercises and games to further develop fluency and
vocabulary.Learning to read long words by syllables removes
the fear andmystique of multi-syllable words and helps
students build thestrong vocabulary so critical for success in
reading andwriting. Dewey and Dewey Decimal
Classification areproprietary trademarks of OCLC Online
Computer Library Center, andare used with permission.
Dewey the Bookworm™, Dewey D. System,
BookwormusGiganticus™, and the design mark of the
character Dewey aretrademarks of Dolores G. Hiskes and are
also used withpermission.
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10+ high-quality
Harry Potter coloring illustrations and Harry
Potter Themed tasks and word problems will encourage and
engage kids as they build skills progressively while also
mastering multiplication and division.

Daily Higher-Order Thinking, Grade 1 Sb
A new, fully illustrated chapter book series from New York
Times–bestselling author Jonathan Auxier! Welcome to the
Fabled Stables, a magical building filled with one-of-a-kind
creatures. Creatures including the Gargantula, the Yawning
Abyss, the Hippopotamouse . . . and Auggie. Auggie is the
only human boy at the Stables, and he takes care of all the
other animals. The Fabled Stables have a mind of their own,
and every so often, the building SHAKES and SHUDDERS,
TWITCHES and SPUTTERS—it’s making room for a new
arrival! It’s Auggie’s job to venture out and rescue a new
creature from mortal danger. But will he be able to complete
his mission before it’s too late? With some help from Fen (a
literal stick-in-the-mud) and his animal companions, Auggie
saves the day and makes a new friend in the process.

Brain Quest 2nd Grade Math
The many different animals that live in a great kapok tree in
the Brazilian rainforest try to convince a man with an ax of the
importance of not cutting down their home.

Unofficial Math Adventures for Harry Potter Fans:
Multiplication & Division
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3. Starting
with simple tasks like multiplying by 2 and

working up to multiplying and dividing fractions, every aspect
of the subject is covered with fun activities, word problems,
and exercises to help build confidence in third graders. The
10 Minutes a Day series provides quick exercises testing a
range of skills and knowledge. Each spread takes a maximum
of ten minutes to complete, with a mix of problems that can
be quick to answer, or take a little longer. Complete with
parents' notes including tips, guidance, and answers, these
workbooks are the perfect reinforcement aids for help at
home.

Dear Levi
Kids who love Harry Potter will truly enjoy turning math into a
magical learning adventure! This kid-friendly math workbook
features beloved and magical book characters to reinforce
the development of third and fourth grade skills laid out in the
national Common Core State Standards. Colorfully-illustrated
puzzles and high-interest word problems use wizards,
witches, wands, mystical beasts, and potions to encourage
math practice in even the most reluctant of students. The
curriculum-based content covered here includes lessons in:
Analyzing and comparing geometric shapes Understanding
fractions and place value Multiplication and division up to 100
And so much more! Skip to the pages that suit your child’s
needs and learning style or start at the beginning and
advance page by page—it’s up to you! As the workbook
progresses, the problems become more challenging so that
learners of all levels can enjoy an exciting, skill-building math
adventure. Perfect for Harry Potter fans who learn at all
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Calculus For Dummies
Wipe Clean Early Learning Activity Book - Numbers
50 Sight Words Flashcards contains 26 giant shaped
flashcards designed to help children recognize and learn a
variety of essential sight words in preparation for reading
success. One side of the flashcards has a picture, while the
other side has the written word. By sharing the flashcards
with an adult, children are encouraged to memorize the
simple words, developing their awareness of letter sounds,
increasing their vocabulary, and promoting their reading skills.
With fun, colorful images and clear word labels, children will
be introduced to the essential first sight words for reading and
school sucess. The flashcards are perfect for little hands to
hold, and are shaped to allow clear distinctions for adults and
children between the different sight words. Scholastic Early
Learners: Interactive books for hands-on learning. Perfect for
babies, toddlers, preschoolers, kindergartners, and first
graders, too!

Get Ready for 4th Grade Reading
Success in math requires children to make connections
between the real world and math concepts in order to solve
problems. Extra practice can help young problem solvers
advance to more complex topics with confidence. The
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of fun doing
it! Some
of the great features you'll find inside
are: BASIC MATH It's about Time Students practice
multiplying by figuring out the time spent eating, watching TV,
playing soccer, and sleeping. Making Change Calculating the
change from buying a candy bar, book, or T-shirt helps
students reinforce adding and subtracting with money. MATH
GAMES & PUZZLES Code Breaker After solving problems
with addition and subtraction, multiplication, fractions,
temperature, time, or money, students use the answers to
solve a fun riddle. Fraction Factory Using the game board in
the workbook, players see who can move the quickest
through fractions of muffins to get to the box at the end.
MATH IN ACTION Going Green Estimating the number of
discarded plastic bottles or the fraction of trash that can be
recycled in different types of bins are a few practical ways
students use math to learn how to improve the environment.
Kate's Kitchen In Kate's Kitchen, students practice grouping
skills when they package containers of dried mango snacks,
and dividing skills when they determine how many glasses of
orange juice can be made out of oranges. Scaling up
smoothie recipes gives multiplication practice, while making
parfait desserts gives practice with fractions. Give your child's
confidence in math a boost with 3rd Grade Super Math
Success.

Disney/Pixar Magical Adventures in First Grade
Calculus For Dummies, 2nd Edition (9781119293491) was
previously published as Calculus For Dummies, 2nd Edition
(9781118791295). While this version features a new
Dummies cover and design, the content is the same as the
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Dummies, 2nd Edition makes calculus

manageable—even if you're one of the many students who
sweat at the thought of it. By breaking down differentiation
and integration into digestible concepts, this guide helps you
build a stronger foundation with a solid understanding of the
big ideas at work. This user-friendly math book leads you stepby-step through each concept, operation, and solution,
explaining the "how" and "why" in plain English instead of
math-speak. Through relevant instruction and practical
examples, you'll soon learn that real-life calculus isn't nearly
the monster it's made out to be. Calculus is a required course
for many college majors, and for students without a strong
math foundation, it can be a real barrier to graduation.
Breaking that barrier down means recognizing calculus for
what it is—simply a tool for studying the ways in which
variables interact. It's the logical extension of the algebra,
geometry, and trigonometry you've already taken, and
Calculus For Dummies, 2nd Edition proves that if you can
master those classes, you can tackle calculus and win.
Includes foundations in algebra, trigonometry, and precalculus concepts Explores sequences, series, and graphing
common functions Instructs you how to approximate area with
integration Features things to remember, things to forget, and
things you can't get away with Stop fearing calculus, and
learn to embrace the challenge. With this comprehensive
study guide, you'll gain the skills and confidence that make all
the difference. Calculus For Dummies, 2nd Edition provides a
roadmap for success, and the backup you need to get there.

Silly Sally
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Mistakes That Worked
Now first- and second-graders can really sharpen their skills.
Announcing Brain Quest Math and Brain Quest Reading, a
natural extension of Brain Quest into single-subject tutorials.
Using the same curriculum-based, question-and-answer
format that has made Brain Quest America's #1 educational
bestseller with over 16 million copies in print, Math and
Reading concentrate on the two subjects that are of
paramount importance for parents, teachers, and especially
the kids. Math is as focused as flash cards, but with far more
range, interactivity, and educational value. Each grade
comprises two decks. 1st Grade has five questions to a card,
covering Numeration, or the basics of numbers; Bits &
Pieces, including shapes and equivalents; Computationaddition and subtraction; Measurements; and ProblemSolving. 2nd Grade, with seven questions to a card, adds two
new categories to the original five-Super Computation, which
has more complicated operations, and Fun with Numbers.
Reading takes a thorough approach to working on the
fundamentals of reading and language arts. First comes an
original one-page story illustrated in full-color, with 56 stories
per grade. Following the story card is a comprehension card,
quizzing the reader about the story, its characters, and
content. Following that card is a second question card-five
questions for 1st Grade, seven for 2nd Grade-on Grammar,
Word Choice, Phonics, Vocabulary, Extensions, and Mixed
Bag. A strong foundation in math, a strong foundation in
reading-that's what elementary education is all about. Making
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Reading Pathways
Critical thinking skills are more important than ever in
academic and real-world situations. Daily Higher-Order
Thinking provides you with daily activities that build and grow
students' problem-solving skills. Please see corresponding
teacher's edition for more information on this series.

10 Minutes a Day Multiplication, 3rd Grade
Narwhal and Jelly spread some holiday cheer (and warm
waffle pudding) in the festive fifth book of this blockbuster
graphic novel series! Dive into three new stories about
Narwhal's favorite time of the year! It's the festive season in
the world wide waters, and Narwhal is looking forward to
cozying up with a good book, singing and partying with his
pod pals and enjoying some warm waffle pudding. But most
of all he's excited about the arrival of the Merry Mermicorn!
According to Narwhal, she's part mermaid, part unicorn and
completely mer-aculous! Jelly is of course skeptical about the
existence of the "Mira-Miny-What-A Corn" . . . even when he
receives a mysterious present. It must be from Narwhal. Now
Jelly has to get the perfect gift, but finding a present for
someone as unique as Narwhal is no easy feat, even when
you have six tentacles. How will Jelly ever come up with a
whaley great gift for a best pal who spreads cheer all through
the year?

Timed Tests: Multiplication Math Drills, Practice 100
Days of Speed Drills
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with Ready
to Learn: First Grade Workbook! Inside
this 240-page book, children will find activities that cover
three key subjects: writing, math, and reading. With eyecatching illustrations and content vetted by top early
education experts, children will develop reading
comprehension, learn addition and subtraction skills, practice
creative writing, and so much more!

Willa the Wisp (The Fabled Stables Book #1)
Packed with fun, effective, and practical exercises, and with
Alphaprints characters on every page, this big wipe-clean
book is a great way to help children get ready for
kindergarten. Inside,they’ll practice and learn many of the key
concepts that will give them a headstart for those crucial first
school years—pen control, letter and number formation,
counting, and creative skills. Using the special, dry-wipe pen
included, all of the activities on the wipe-clean pages can be
completed, wiped away, and repeated, for hours of early
learning Alphaprints fun!

The Great Kapok Tree
A rhyming story of Silly Sally, who is joined by various
animals as she travels to town--backwards and upside down.

Sight Words Flashcards
Activities, exercises, and tips to help catch up, keep up, and
get ahead" --Cover.
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The Ready
to Learn
program provides the foundations and
skills for kindergarten writing. From sight words to sentence
writing, Ready to Learn: Kindergarten Writing Workbook
includes a variety of activities that build fundamental writing
skills. Featuring fun games and activities vetted by top early
education specialists, this workbook teaches young children
about uppercase and lowercase letters, how to write words
and sentences, how to write simple stories, and so much
more.

Happy Narwhalidays (A Narwhal and Jelly Book #5)
Help your child succeed in first grade with this all-inclusive
jumbo workbook filled with activities and stickers from
Scholastic Early Learners! This First Grade Jumbo Workbook
is designed to provide plenty of practice for children to
succeed in first grade and beyond! A strong start helps
ensure a child is able to benefit from the learning
opportunities available in today's first grade classroom. This
jumbo workbook includes practice in important first grade
learning areas such as reading, math, and phonics. The
bright, colorful pages with a delightful blend of photographs
and illustrations make this workbook some of the most eyecatching and engaging available. Includes 24 pages of
stickers! Scholastic Early Learners: The Most Trusted Name
in Learning!

Ready to Learn: First Grade Workbook
Every kid has heard of Harry Houdini, the famous magician
who could escape from handcuffs, jail cells, and locked
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plane in Australia? This well-told biography is
full of the details of Houdini's life that kids will really want to
know about and illustrated throughout with beautiful blackand-white line drawings. Illustrated by John O'Brien.

Cool Project Files
Popsicles, potato chips, Silly Putty, Velcro, and many other
familiar things have fascinating stories behind them. In fact,
dozens of products and everyday items had surprisingly
haphazard beginnings. Mistakes That Worked offers forty of
these unusual tales, along with hilarious cartoons and weird
and amazing facts. Readers will be surprised and inspired!

The Jumbo Book of Hidden Pictures
With 100+ pages of handwriting and phonics practice and
coloring, your preschooler or kindergartener will develop sight
words recognition.

Math Workbook Multiplication and Division
Raising a gifted child is both a joy and a challenge, yet
parents of gifted children have few resources for reliable
parenting information. The four authors, who have decades of
professional experience with gifted children and their families,
provide practical guidance in areas such as: Characteristics
of gifted children, Peer relations, Sibling issues, Motivation
and underachievement, Discipline Issues, Intensity,
perfectionism, and stress, Idealism, unhappiness, and
depression, Educational planning, Parenting concerns,
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Grade 6
A gorgeous lift-the-flap counting game that pairs parent
animals with their babies, from the bestselling author of Room
on the Broom. From a bat and its pup, to a frog and its twelve
tadpoles, young readers will delight in counting each
creature's babies and learning unusual scientific names for
young animals. With rhyming text, lift-the-flaps and peekaboo
holes, and a surprise search-and-find element, this is a readaloud delight and preschool must-have.

Complete Math Success
Timed Tests: Multiplication Math Drills Multiplication Practice
Workbook, Reproducible Practice Problems, Digits 0-12,
Grades 3-5, For Kids This math practice workbook is
organized in a progressively skill building way for kids to
develop confidence in Multiplication for digits 0-12 starting
with Step 1 : Multiplication Step 2 : Mixed Multiplication
Problems With 100+ pages of practice, your child will develop
the muscle memory for Multiplication while also learning to do
the sums quicker if they wish to challenge themselves.
Answer key is at the end of the book. Kids can use the 100
pages of timed tests to get confidence in Math (digits 0 - 12)
The Book comes with: 6400 Multiplication problems to
master. Premium cover design Large size - 8.5" x 11" Buy
today to help your child take their first steps confidently into
the fun world of Multiplication.

Counting Creatures
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The teacher-reviewed,
curriculum-based activities and

exercises in this 3-in-1 Super Workbook will help your child
catch up, keep up, and get ahead. Best of all, they'll have lots
of fun doing it! Here's a peek at what's inside: READING
COMPREHENSION SUCCESS STOP AND GO STORY -Illustrations and short stories featuring surfers, detectives,
astronauts, and more show how to absorb and think about
the facts of a story along the way. MIND MAP -- Fill-in-theblank sections aid in understanding key points in an article,
including main points and details. WRITING SUCCESS
AUTHOR! AUTHOR! -- Essay assignments allow kids to write
their own fiction stories by incorporating plot and dialogue.
WRITING NONFICTION -- Exercises on choosing a topic,
researching, and interviewing break down the process of
writing a nonfiction story. VOCABULARY SUCCESS TICTAC-TOE -- Helps kids distinguish between synonyms and
antonyms. Find three synonyms or antonyms in a row, and
win! IT'S PUZZLING -- Matches “prefix,” “root,” and “suffix”
puzzle pieces to form new words. PLUS! CHECK IT! STRIPS
-- Reinforce concepts as kids check their own work. Give your
child's grades and confidence a boost with 5th Grade Super
Reading Success. Why Sylvan Learning Products Work
Sylvan Learning Workbooks won a Honors Award from the
National Parenting Publications Awards (NAPPA) as a top
book series for children in the elementary-aged category. The
NAPPA is the nation' s most comprehensive awards program
for children's products and parenting resources, and has
been critically reviewing products since 1990. The Award
recognizes Sylvan Learning Workbooks as some of the most
innovative and useful products geared to parents. Sylvan's
proven system inspires kids to learn and has helped children
nationwide catch up, keep
up, and get ahead in school.
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educational standards and detailed research. Sylvan's line of
educational products equips families with fun, effective, and
grade-appropriate learning tools. Our workbooks and learning
kits feature activities, stories, and games to reinforce the skills
children need to develop and achieve their academic
potential. Students will reap the rewards of improved
confidence and a newfound love of learning.

Fifth Grade Super Reading Success
· Wipe-clean pages. · Great early learning books. · Includes
high-quality wipe-clean pen.

10 Minutes a Day Phonics Kindergarten
20 zoo animals for children to trace and color! Children learn
the names and properties of shapes as they trace and draw
each shape. Then they put the shapes together to make zoo
animals, learning how to compose shapes to make a drawing.

Super Math Success, Grade 3
Develops skills in English grammar with ready-to-reproduce
practice pages on such topics as capitalization, types of
sentences, word order, verbs, and subject-verb agreement.

Fallen Son
Spelling helps including: 30 spelling units, strategies and
teaching ideas.
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Alphaprints: Wipe Clean Workbook ABC
A step-by-step program that shows parents, simply and
clearly, how to teach their child to read in just 20 minutes a
day.

Who Was Harry Houdini?
Practice makes perfect in just 10 minutes a day! There is
nothing more important than your child's education, but
sometimes it's difficult to find the time to fit everything in.
From DK's best-selling "Made Easy" home-learning
workbooks, the 10 Minutes a Day series fits in around busy
lives. Aimed at ages 3-5, 10 Minutes a Day: Phonics supports
your child as they develop their first English skills in
connecting sounds with their letters: identifying first-letter
sounds in words, listening for middle- and end-letter sounds,
writing the letters of the alphabet, making rhyming strings of
words, and showing children how to connect letter sounds to
make simple three-letter words. Each exercise is simply and
clearly introduced and uses a variety of interesting methods
to help learning, from matching exercises to learning how to
pronounce and spell out new sounds and words, based on
themes that a young child can easily relate to, such as food,
animals, and household objects. For the eager student, there
are extra "time filler" challenges on every page if they finish
the questions within 10 minutes and want to continue
practicing, or just want ideas for additional activities to do at
home. Answers are provided, along with parents' notes that
explain what your child learns from the exercise.
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